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CHAPTER 1.0
1.1

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Introduction

The City and County of Denver (CCD) is proactively planning for the infrastructure needs in the
South Broadway study area. The CCD initiated the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
process for this project following the rezoning of a number of large industrial Brownfield
properties adjacent to South Broadway, referred to as the Gates property. As part of the
rezoning to a Transit Oriented Development (TOD) land use density, the CCD was committed to
developing a transportation solution that addressed the transportation needs to this complex
corridor.
The South Broadway project process has been a collaboration of numerous stakeholder groups
and agencies, such as: Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), Federal Transit Administration
(FTA), Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT), CCD, Regional Transportation District
(RTD), and the Consensus Committee (made up of representatives from the local neighborhood
organizations, agencies, and the CCD).
The CCD proposes to implement north/south transportation improvements along South
Broadway between Exposition Avenue and Arizona Avenue in south-central Denver. A set of
transportation improvements including features that accommodate transit, bicyclists, and
pedestrians is needed to accommodate the travel demand through the South Broadway study
area that considers travel patterns, existing and proposed land use, businesses, and
neighborhoods.
Today the South Broadway corridor experiences congestion during peak periods, especially at
two key locations: South Broadway and the southbound Interstate 25 (I-25) ramps and the
intersection of South Broadway and Mississippi Avenue. The south Denver street network
utilizes South Broadway as a major north/south spine. Projected increases in traffic volumes
from the Central Business District (CBD) to the north, and the suburbs to the south, including
Englewood, Littleton, and Highlands Ranch, when combined with the projected traffic from the
redevelopment of the Gates property, will stress this street network.
In March 2008, the South Broadway Environmental Assessment (EA) that evaluated the
impacts of the proposed transportation improvements along South Broadway between
Exposition Avenue and Arizona Avenue in south-central Denver was signed. The EA and this
Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) were prepared in compliance with the NEPA of 1969
and with other applicable environmental laws, Executive Orders, and related requirements. As
required by NEPA, an environmental analysis was conducted and all potential impacts
associated with the proposed action were documented and mitigation measures identified. No
significant impacts to the environment were identified during the course of this project.
The analysis performed in the EA revealed that there are a number of resources that will be
impacted by the Preferred Alternative. Environmental impacts and mitigation measures
associated with the Preferred Alternative are fully disclosed in Chapter 3.0 of the EA. A
summary of impacts and mitigation for the Preferred Alternative is included in Appendix A of
this FONSI.
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1.2

Purpose and Need

The purpose of the proposed project is to create a South Broadway corridor that provides safe
and efficient mobility for all modes (pedestrian, bicycle, transit, and automobile) which
accommodates the transportation needs of area neighborhoods, existing businesses, planned
development, and the I-25 and Broadway Station area; and also promotes the development and
use of transit-oriented, civic, and neighborhood places.
Major needs to be addressed by this project that have been identified through traffic and
engineering analysis, public involvement and agency scoping include:
 South Broadway is currently experiencing peak hour congestion that is expected to worsen.
 Projected local and regional growth will result in increased traffic congestion and increase
the likelihood of traffic cutting through adjacent neighborhoods.
 Currently there is a lack of connectivity and inadequate width of bicycle and pedestrian
facilities in the study area.
Other transportation projects in the area have also recently been completed or are currently
being planned in order to address transportation issues on a regional scale. These include:
 Broadway Viaduct
 Valley Highway
 South Broadway Reconstruction, Arizona to Iowa Avenues
 Transportation Expansion Project (T-REX) on I-25 southeast of the study area
Because the Valley Highway Environmental Impact Statement (VHEIS) included the Broadway
and I-25 interchange, the South Broadway EA needed to consider the VHEIS Purpose and
Need as well as measures of effectiveness in the process of choosing a Preferred Alternative
for the interchange. The selection criteria and alternatives selection process was closely
coordinated with CDOT staff and the VHEIS Project Team to arrive at an interchange solution
that works at least as well for I-25 as the VHEIS Preferred Alternative.

1.3

Preferred Alternative

The Preferred Alternative involves the following components of improvements: South Broadway
road widening, I-25/South Broadway interchange ramp improvements, signalization and traffic
control, intersection improvements, bicycle and pedestrian improvements, transit system
improvements and water quality inlet improvements. Initially, parking will be accommodated in
the outside lanes of the Preferred Alternative which is referred to as the Interim Preferred
Alternative. However, as traffic volumes increase, the interim parking lanes will be converted to
travel lanes. Figure 1 depicts the ultimate Preferred Alternative with an eight-lane cross-section
and other elements.
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Figure 1:

Preferred Alternative
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1.3.1

Roadway Widening

South Broadway will be widened from six lanes to an eight-lane cross-section from Arizona
Avenue to the South Broadway/Lincoln Street one-way couplet. This improvement provides
increased capacity to better accommodate forecasted traffic volumes. South Broadway will be
built to provide the full eight-lane cross-section with medians and turn lanes. The center median
will be landscaped in a manner that is consistent with CCD standards and will be maintained by
the Broadway Station Metro District. This width is included in 140 feet of right-of-way along
South Broadway. The outside lanes will be 12 feet wide, with three interior travel lanes 11 feet
wide. See Figure 2 for a cross-section depiction of this scenario, with three 11-foot inside lanes
and a 12 foot outside lane.
Figure 2:

South Broadway Widening Ultimate Lane Configuration

To match capacity for the short-term demand, the pavement for the two outside lanes would
initially be utilized as on-street parking. On-street parking will improve the pedestrian
environment by providing a shorter crossing distance across South Broadway. See Figure 3 for
a cross-section depiction of this scenario, with three 11-foot inside lanes
Figure 3:

South Broadway Widening Interim Lane Configuration
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At some point in the future and before the planning horizon of 2030, traffic demand is forecasted
to exceed the capacity of a six-lane cross-section. To address this and to provide a mechanism
that is fluid and responsive to conditions, “trigger language” was developed to fairly and
equitably convert the outside parking lanes into travel lanes. Essentially the trigger language
defines a public process for determining when the outside lanes are necessary. The CCD will
be responsible for managing this transition process. The full text of the trigger language is
provided in Figure 4.
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Figure 4:

Trigger Language
South Broadway NEPA Trigger Language
(as endorsed by the Consensus Committee 4-19-2007)

The intent of this trigger language is to preserve more pedestrian-oriented cross-sections for S. Broadway
and Mississippi Avenue for as long as possible while establishing a public process to address concerns if
there are negative impacts from increasing vehicle traffic. For purposes of this “trigger language”, a major
change shall be defined as a change that requires re-designation of any parking, travel or turn lanes, or
removal of any medians or pedestrian bulb-outs. Minor changes are any other operational modification
including changes to stop signs, traffic signals, etc.
Prior to making a major change to the South Broadway NEPA Preferred Alternative initial cross-sections
of South Broadway or Mississippi Avenue, the CCD shall provide reasonable notice, ideally 3 months, to
the impacted parties (including at least nearby RNOs, Home Owners Associations, business districts, and
adjacent property owners and residents). In that three-month period, the CCD will provide an opportunity
for the public to comment on the proposed changes and will work with the local Councilperson to hold a
public hearing to discuss the identified problems, potential changes, and public concerns. Where
possible, the decision should consider the original purpose and need and screening criteria used to
development the Preferred Alternative when deciding which, if any, adjustments should be made.
The changes considered shall include at least: conversion of parking lanes to travel lanes;
construction/adjustment of medians; and, operational modifications (e.g. changes to stop signs, traffic
signals, or directional signage).
Situations that will trigger a public process will include whenever a major change is deemed necessary
due to:
 Queuing from a signalized intersection consistently, negatively impacting the operation of an adjacent
signal.
OR
 A traffic study indicating that the streets listed below are regularly enduring regional cut-through traffic
greater than the number of trips expected on those streets at that point in time.
 Louisiana Avenue between South Broadway and Logan Street.
 Lincoln Street, Sherman Street, Grant Street and Arizona Avenue between Mississippi Avenue and
Louisiana Avenue.
OR
 An impacted party’s report of a traffic or safety concern that the CCD Traffic Engineer investigates
and subsequently determines is only addressable by a major change.
Denver will monitor traffic volumes, as needed, by placing traffic counters in the streets, typically every
two years or when necessary to assess impacts of increased traffic. This data is available to the public at
www.denvergov.org/traffic count.
Nothing in this trigger language shall limit the CCD Traffic Engineer or Manager of Public Works
responsibility to make critical adjustments within the right-of-way as they deem necessary. If there is a
need to make an immediate major change, the CCD will act immediately and provide information to the
public about that change as soon as is reasonable. Information about minor changes will be available
upon request by contacting Denver Public Works.
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1.3.2

Traffic Operations

I-25/South Broadway Interchange Improvements
Improvements are planned for the South Broadway and I-25 interchange to better
accommodate high demand traffic movements as shown in Figure 1. Critical elements of the
interchange improvements include:
 A new ramp, referred to as the wedge ramp, that provides grade separation for heavy
southbound South Broadway to southbound I-25 demand. Southbound South Broadway
access to the ramp will be controlled as part of the signal at South Broadway and Ohio
Avenue.
 Improvements to the intersection of Ohio Avenue and the northbound I-25 ramps. These
include:
— The segments of Lincoln Street, which access the houses inside the ramp, will be
closed. The existing five-legged intersection will become a more standard four-legged
intersection with the Preferred Alternative.
— Signal added to control the intersection and to prioritize the higher demand movements.
— Channelized right turn lane added to provide positive guidance to on-ramp traffic
eastbound on Ohio Avenue. All ramp traffic should be in this lane. Overhead signage
will reinforce lane assignments and further inform drivers not to turn the wrong way on
the off-ramp.
— Channelized westbound Ohio Avenue prevents access from the neighborhood street.
Access to the interstate is from the arterials only. The island barrier provides opportunity
for ground level signs reinforcing the turn restriction.
— Improved design speed for northbound I-25 hook ramp: While not part of the No-Action
Alternative, the existing northbound I-25 on-ramp includes a ramp with substandard
design speed. The Preferred Alternative incorporates a new ramp in roughly the same
location as the existing ramp but with significantly improved design speed (24 mph).
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1.3.3

Intersection
Modifications

Figure 5:

Preferred Alternative South of I-25

As part of the Preferred Alternative
and shown in Figure 5, Kentucky
Avenue will be realigned to the north
to combine with the I-25/South
Broadway interchange movements,
eliminating one signalized
intersection and improving overall
operations of South Broadway.

Signalization and Traffic Control
As part of the Preferred Alternative, and as shown in Figure 6, ten signalized intersections are
planned to have improvements or be newly constructed. Signalization improvements are
planned for the following intersections:
A. Exposition Avenue/Lincoln Street ........................... new signal
B. Exposition Avenue/South Broadway ...................... new signal
C. Lincoln Street/Walsh Place ...................................... reconstruct existing signal
D. Ohio Avenue/South Broadway ................................. reconstruct existing signal
E. Kentucky Avenue/I-25 southbound off-ramp
South Broadway....................................................... modify signal
F. Ohio Avenue/I-25 northbound off/on-ramp............... new signal
G. Tennessee Avenue/South Broadway....................... new signal
H. Mississippi Avenue/South Broadway ....................... reconstruct existing signal
I.

Arizona Avenue/South Broadway ............................ new signal

J. Logan Street/Mississippi Avenue ............................. reconstruct existing signal
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Figure 6:

Signalized Intersections
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1.3.4

Right-of-Way

Right-of-way acquisitions of approximately 9.74 acres from 20 parcels in the study area will be
required for roadway widening, a new connector street, pedestrian and bicycle improvements,
and various easements including utilities. Seven residential households will be relocated. Two
of these acquisitions occur in the No-Action Alternative as well; however, there is no identified
funding or approval for the VHEIS to proceed prior to the Preferred Alternative. Two businesses
at the Denver Design Center complex will be impacted through the loss of approximately 115
surface parking spaces representing fourteen percent of their total parking spaces.
Replacement parking north of the I-25 and Broadway Station is a mitigation commitment
between the CCD and RTD.

1.3.5

Pedestrian and Bicycle Facilities

Pedestrian and bicycle enhancements are critical elements of the Preferred Alternative and are
shown in Figure 1. Pedestrian improvements include 13.5-foot sidewalks (including an amenity
zone) in both directions along South Broadway and Mississippi Avenue, between Logan Street
and Santa Fe Drive. Improved pedestrian connections are planned to connect with the I-25 and
Broadway Station. Additional pedestrian enhancements planned as part of the Preferred
Alternative include:
 Minimum 13.5 foot sidewalks (including an amenity zone) along all roadways constructed as
part of the Preferred Alternative.
 Median refuge on Mississippi Avenue to facilitate safer crossing at Lincoln Street.
 Signal provided at the Ohio Avenue/northbound I-25 ramps to provide pedestrian crossing
time.
Bicycle enhancements planned as part of the Preferred Alternative include:
 Improved connectivity of bicycle routes to the I-25 and Broadway Station. A multi-use trail of
a minimum 15 feet will be provided:
— From the intersection of Ohio Avenue and the northbound I-25 off-ramp on the south
side of Ohio Avenue, continuing on the east side of South Broadway to the South
Broadway/Kentucky Avenue/I-25 southbound off-ramps intersection.
— On the west side of South Broadway from the intersection with the new southbound I-25
on-ramp to the South Broadway/Kentucky Avenue/I-25 southbound off-ramps
intersection continuing to the transit station on the north side of Kentucky Avenue.
— A direct connection between the transit station and the intersection of South Broadway
and the southbound I-25 on-ramp.
— On the east side of the new Acoma Street alignment from the transit station to the
intersection of Acoma Street and Exposition Avenue.

1.3.6

Transit Improvements

As shown in Figure 1, the Preferred Alternative will adjust the alignment of the Exposition
Avenue extension west of South Broadway to minimize impacts to parking and operations of the
surrounding properties while preserving the functional improvement associated with this
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alternate I-25 and Broadway Station access. In addition to the Exposition Avenue extension, a
bus only roadway west of the extended Acoma Street alignment will improve bus operations into
and out of the station area.

1.3.7

Other Elements

Water Quality and Drainage—The intersection of Tennessee Avenue and South Broadway is
the local high point. Areas south of this intersection drain to the existing Mississippi Avenue
outfall that was reconstructed with the T-REX project. This outfall has no water quality
treatment facilities, so inlet filter treatment devices will be installed as part of this project under
Denver’s Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) permit to address water quality with
locations to be identified in final design. These will be maintained by the CCD.
The areas north of the Tennessee Avenue and South Broadway intersection drain to the
existing water quality pond north of I-25 and just east of the consolidated main line. This pond
is being expanded to accept drainage from the VHEIS improvements. As part of the South
Broadway EA improvements, inlet treatment will be provided for this drainage. Additional
detention pond storage required if any, can be incorporated in the properties being acquired for
the EA north of I-25 and west of South Broadway.
Parking—Parking impacts resulting from the Preferred Alternative will be replaced in
coordination with the affected property owners. Depending on on-going negotiations with the
affected property owners, the remediation could range from payment for loss of parking to
construction of a 3-story parking structure within the footprint of right-of-way acquisitions
required by the Preferred Alternative. The EA assumes the parking structure will be built just
north of I-25, west of South Broadway and east of Acoma Street as a worst-case scenario.

1.4

Section 4(f) Evaluation

A Section 4(f) evaluation was conducted that revealed three separate historical resources within
the project area that warranted Section 4(f) protection that will be impacted by the preferred
alternative. These include the Denver Tramway Trolley Tracks, the Mississippi Clay Sewer, and
the Broadway Brick Sewer.
The entire Denver Tramway system has been determined officially eligible for inclusion on the
NRHP for its important role in the early transit of Denver. The South Broadway line was the first
electrified trolley car line to operate in Denver. It continued in operation from December 1889 to
June 1950. In 1950, the tracks were covered under asphalt to convert South Broadway to
automobile and bus traffic and have been buried under the road since that time except small
segments that have been removed for intersection improvements. This segment of the South
Broadway line supports the eligibility of this linear resource.
The trolley tracks have been buried beneath asphalt since the trolleys closed in 1950 and are
considered an historic archaeological resource. The South Broadway project will remove
approximately 2,000 linear feet to install a new roadway base substructure and reduce the
current roadway "crown" or cross-sectional profile. Removal of the tracks and mitigation
measures as agreed to in the Memorandum of Agreement between FHWA, CDOT, and SHPO
will result in no adverse affect. Based upon an examination of projects' documentation,
circumstances, studies, and consultations, it is determined that these projects meet the criteria
for use of the Section 4(f) Evaluation and Approval For Transportation Projects That Have a Net
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Benefit to a Section 4(f) Property and that there are no feasible and prudent alternatives to the
uncovering and removal of the trolley tracks.
The Broadway Brick Sewer, located under South Broadway from Mississippi Avenue south for
approximately 300 feet is a 57-inch-diameter brick and clay storm sewer line. The first 30 feet
from the intersection was made of two concentric rows of brick in 1922. The remaining 270 feet
are built of vitrified clay tiles constructed at an unknown date but believed to be around the
same time as the brick section. These modifications have compromised the integrity of this
sewer segment. Approximately 14 miles of brick sewer remain in the Denver storm system.
The Mississippi Clay Sewer, located under Mississippi Avenue from South Broadway west for
approximately 100 feet is a 78-inch-diameter storm sewer line made of vitrified clay and
constructed in approximately 1922. Many of the early sewer lines in Denver were constructed of
vitrified clay or brick and only about 30 to 40 miles of the vitrified clay storm sewer line remain in
service today. SHPO correspondence with CDOT indicated theses sewer segments lack
integrity and do not support the overall eligibility of the entire linear resource as result of
alterations which have compromised their historic integrity. CDOT later determined that pending
additional research, the entire sewer system is potentially eligible.
In the case of the two historic sewer segments, impacts will result from relocating inlets and
drain pipes to improve drainage in this section of South Broadway. The impacts will be limited
to a small section of the sewers where inlets are constructed or where new piping may need to
be constructed to intersect the existing sewer alignment. The minor nature of this work still
supports the determination of no adverse effect to these resources. SHPO concurred to the
determination of no adverse effect for the two sewer segments. The effects of this proposed
improvement on the properties constitute a de minimis impact. A de minimis finding for
significant historic resources is recommended when the Section 4(f) use is minimal or trivial.
The de minimis impact finding is based on the degree or level of impact including any
avoidance, minimization and mitigation or enhancement measures that are included in the
project to address the Section 4(f) use.
Section 4(f) requires that the SHPO must concur in writing in the Section 106 determination of
“no adverse effect” or “no historic properties affected.” The request for concurrence in the
Section 106 determination includes a statement informing the SHPO that the FHWA intends to
make a de minimis finding based upon their concurrence in the Section 106 determination. The
SHPO and consulting parties have reviewed the proposed determinations of effect and have
been informed of FHWA’s intent to make a de minimis finding. The SHPO has provided their
written concurrence with the effect determinations and acknowledgement of the de minimis
finding.
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CHAPTER 2.0

EA COMMENTS AND RESPONSES

The 30-day public and agency review period occurred from March 31, 2008 through April 29,
2008, following the publication of the Notice of Availability. During the review period no
comments were received that required any substantive changes to the Preferred Alternative.
Comments were received that provided clarification language to the description of the Preferred
Alternative which were made to the EA and are described in Chapter 3 of this FONSI.
A public hearing was held on April 22, 2008 with a transcriber in attendance to record any
comments. A copy of this transcript is included in Appendix B. Two comments were received
by e-mail, two by standard mail and four comments were submitted to the transcriber at the
public hearing. No impacts to the environment that were not fully addressed in the EA were
identified in the comments received. All comments received are presented in this section along
with the responses.

2.1

Comments Received on the EA

Comment #1 (received by direct e-mail): West Washington Park Neighborhood
Association
Comments for the final National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Environmental Assessment
(EA) statement from the West Washington Park Neighborhood Association
1. In section 4.3.1.3, the assessment reads: Channelization prevents westbound Ohio Avenue
access from the neighborhood street. Access to the interstate is from the arterials only. The
island barrier provides opportunity for ground level signs reinforcing the turn restriction.
WWPNA would prefer this read: Channelization prevents westbound Ohio Avenue access
from the neighborhood street. Access to the interstate is from the arterials only, by
preventing a left hand turn from westbound Ohio onto the NB I-25 onramp. The island
barrier provides opportunity for ground level signs reinforcing the turn restriction. (also on
page 2-38).
This provides more specific guidance to the design and build teams.
2. The right yield turn from the NB I-25 off-ramp onto Ohio was to be removed, squaring the
intersection. This does not appear in the text or drawings (4.9).
3. There should be a traffic signal at Ohio and the NB I-25 off-ramp. (page 2-38).
4. The VHEIS included provisions for nuisance noise mitigation on the Broadway Bridge. This
allowed CDOT to use the quiet pavement on the bridge surface and allowed for higher than
average jersey barriers which provided safety, given the level of truck traffic on I-25, plus
provided additional noise protection. We would like to see this incorporated into the NEPA
final report.
5. We included additional alternatives, such as an additional NB I-25 onramp on the west side
of Broadway for future contemplation without requiring another study. Where are these
identified in the document?
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6. As part of this project there was agreement by the City and County of Denver Public Works
(DPW) to alter the stop sign at Ohio and Grant to force traffic to stop on Grant St. versus
Ohio. Plus there would be the addition of a stop light at Ohio and Logan. Where are these
documented?
7. The “Yoga Ramp” configuration was not included in the document as an alternative that was
eliminated.
8. On page 1-6 the table indicates the 2030 traffic projections for Broadway/Lincoln north of I25 as 57,700, while the Denver Regional Council of Governments (DRCOG) figure in the
appendix figure 4, page A-7 shows the corresponding traffic counts as 64,700. These
should match.
Response: Thank you for your comment. The following addresses each of your specific
comments.
1. This change to the text of the EA is acceptable and is addressed in Section 3.1
Clarifications to the Description of the Preferred Alternative of this FONSI.
2. This change to the text modifying the EA is included in Section 3.1 Clarifications to
the Description of the Preferred Alternative of this FONSI.
3. This signal is included in the list as the 6th bullet, “Ohio Avenue/ I-25 northbound
off/on-ramp.”
4. The VHEIS included provisions for noise mitigation on the Broadway Bridge related
to the estimated future truck traffic associated with I-25 improvements not
implemented with the South Broadway EA. Therefore, noise mitigation on the I-25
bridge over Broadway would be constructed as part of the future Valley Highway
improvements along I-25.
5. These are included in Section 6.2.1 as items related to future conditions received
through the collaborative public and agency process that were not associated with
the project purpose and need.
6. As the project moves forward and is implemented, DPW agreed to consider
modifications to stop sign patterns and signalization. A signal was not agreed to as
the modeling for the South Broadway EA did not show the need for a signal at Ohio
and Logan. DPW would be willing to evaluate the need for a revised stop sign
pattern or for a signal in the future based on a typical City Traffic Investigation/
Warrant analysis.
7. The “Yoga ramp” is the Diverging Diamond interchange configuration and is listed as
Option 8 in Section 2.6.1 Interchange Screening Process.
8. The DRCOG model forecasts presented in the appendix are based on region wide
modeling, while the forecasts presented in Table 1-2 are based on updated traffic
counts, more specific operations, and more localized modeling techniques. Some
discrepancies are to be expected.
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Comment #2 (received project email): Andrew Schleppi
From: Schleppi, Andrew [mailto:andrew.schleppi@earthtech.com]
Sent: Tue 4/29/2008 8:38 AM
To: Gill, Michael - PW CPM
Subject: S. Broadway "Preferred Plan"
Mr. Gill:
I have a question concerning the S. Broadway redevelopment project. There are two (2) options that the
City/CDOT will redevelop the interchange at I-25 and S. Broadway; the No Action and the Preferred Plan.
I personally am in favor of the Preferred Plan, and just wanted to know the latest information on the
subject. Is the Preferred Plan a 100% go? What are the chances the No Action plan will be implemented?
Thank you for your time.

Response: Thank you for your comments in support of the Preferred Alternative. It is up to the
CCD to determine how they will program the project for design and construction. In the
November bond election, there was some money identified for this project and the City could
certainly utilize that to move the project forward. Design may begin within the next year or so.
As soon as the decision document is signed, the City will have the opportunity to move forward
as their programming allows.
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Comment #3 (received in the mail): U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
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Response: Thank you for your letter. The following addresses each of your specific
comments.
1. After further consultation with the Denver Regional Council of Governments it was
determined that this project is not a regionally significant project (using the definition
in the Conformity Rule) nor will it use federal funds and therefore does not need to
be formally amended into the Fiscally Constrained 2035 RTP. The project will be
identified as a future roadway capital improvement project and DRCOG intends to
include Denver’s $35 million cost for the project (locally funded) into the fiscal
constrained tables of the 2035 MVRTP during the current amendment cycle. This
information will be added to the EA..
2. Yes that is correct. Traffic projections within the corridor between the No Action and
the Preferred Alternative are relatively the same. Therefore, this project will result in
a de minimis impact to air quality. Further, regional air quality analyses included in
the VHEIS and T-REX (Transportation Expansion Project) under the Southeast I-25
Corridor EIS overlap the South Broadway EA study area. No predicted exceedances
of NAAQS have been identified in these studies.
3. A change to the text modifying the EA is discussed in Section 3.2 Clarification to
Air Quality Impacts in order to address this comment. The project will be included in
the 2035 RTP although it will not need to be formally amended into it as a result of
the decision by the ACT/ICG that this project is not regionally significant. Inclusion in
the 2035 Plan will mean that the project has met the requirement for transportation
conformity analysis for final approval.
4. FHWA is currently updating its guidance and is awaiting EPA comments on
proposed changes. The language currently in the EA is the most recent and
response to this comment will come as FHWA updates its guidance.
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Comment #4 (received in the mail): Dick Lesley
My concern is our entrance and exit at 788-793 South Broadway onto Walsh Place or from
Broadway #14 right-of-way. I cannot make out details on map. I need larger scale of details at
#14.
Response: Thank you for your comment on the document. Specific access design and
coordination will occur during final design of the project.

Comment #5 (received at public hearing): Anonymous
“I've got a question. I know it's very, very difficult to put a time frame on this. But realistically,
are there some general concepts about when you think some of this happens versus -- I mean,
obviously, 2030 is a long time away. I mean, are -- Is it realistic that some of this is going to
happen in a couple of years, some of it is 10 years away, some of it is 15 years away; or do you
have any -- have you guys done any -- thought through that whole process?”
Response: It is up to the CCD to determine how they will program the project for design
and construction. In the November bond election, there was some money identified for
this project and the City could certainly utilize that to move the project forward. Design
may begin within the next year or so. As soon as that decision document is signed, the
City will have the opportunity to move forward as their programming allows.

Comment #6 (received at public hearing): Jim Sullivan
“I own 765 Broadway, and it's a property that's scheduled for a full taking. This threat of
condemnation has a huge impact on the economic viability of my property. And I'm most
interested in finding out -- I have a tenant in there as well that's put over a million dollars into
that facility, and I three years ago remodeled that building -- a lot of you can remember it was a
carpet building -- and spent a million dollars of my money on remodeling it as well. So there's
profound economic impact, and I'd like you to clarify a little bit clearer than some day off in the
distance this might happen if the City decides for it to go ahead because this is a
condemnation.”
Response: The property at 765 Broadway will have to be acquired for the project. The
acquisition of all property interests will comply fully with the Uniform Relocation
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, as amended. The design
on a project of this scope will probably take at least a year. Right-of-way impacts and
the acquisition process can take up to a year, and then demolition and construction will
occur after that. For more information on the ROW acquisition process please contact
Frank Trujillo from the City and County of Denver at (720) 913-8820.

Comment #7 (received at public hearing): Dave Harris
“I also live in one of the residential impacted properties. I would like for you to elaborate and
clarify on the relationship between the Valley Highway study and this project and how are those
working together or are they not working together?”
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Response: The VHEIS project included I-25 from just south of the Broadway
interchange, north to Alameda and up to 6th Avenue and west along 6th Avenue to
Federal Boulevard. The Preferred Alternative identified in the VHEIS was a tight
diamond interchange configuration. The off-ramps will stay where they currently exist.
The northbound on-ramp will be moved to the west side of Broadway. The residential
properties currently inside the northbound on-ramp will be impacted; however, access
will remain by means of a right turn off of Lincoln Street. This will also function as the
connection to Ohio Avenue.
The Valley Highway project was able to maintain access to the residential properties
based on that interchange design. The problem with the Valley Highway Preferred
Alternative is that it works well for I-25 traffic, but not as well for South Broadway
operations in that it has two closely spaced intersections between Kentucky and the
southbound I-25 off-ramp that causes some operational issues on South Broadway. The
Preferred Alternative proposed in the South Broadway EA does not impact I-25 and
improves operations on South Broadway and allows for more standard interchange
spacing between the on-ramp and the off-ramp at Santa Fe.
The decision for the project is a collaborative process between the CCD, CDOT, the
Federal Transit Administration, and FHWA.

Comment #8 (received at public hearing): Katie Fisher
“I represented the neighborhoods on this process. And, yeah, we were real sensitive. I mean,
we hate to lose a single house, businesses. I mean, we treasure you and the neighborhood.
But when we started looking at this process and seeing all the new things that are going to be
coming on board, we tried to figure out where we'll be taking the least. And we did have -- All
the neighborhood associations, businesses, certainly a lot of people that own the businesses
north and some south have been attending these meetings for -- it's been three to four years
and trying to keep it open. But, we know we are hurting you. I mean, there's no doubt about it.
But then when we looked at some of our alternatives of leaving you guys a little island unto
yourself, that didn't seem to make any sense to us either. Wait. These people will never have
anyone coming into their houses. Their property will be worthless because you can't have
guests come. You won't be able to get in and out. And so as much as it pained us to see that
area have to be impacted, I would say, negatively, we just couldn't come up with other drawings
that we liked. But just to kind of weigh in on that so the public knows it wasn't the City marching
into the neighborhood and saying with a predetermined plan that we're taking this and we're
taking this. None of that occurred. It really was collaborative.
Response: Thank you for your comments in support of the collaborative public and
agency alternatives development process and the resulting Preferred Alternative. The
Consensus Committee was an essential component of the acceptance of the project
Preferred Alternative.
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CHAPTER 3.0

CLARIFICATIONS TO THE EA

The following clarifications to information in the EA are documented in this FONSI. In addition to
those clarifications listed below a change in terminology has been made through this FONSI
throughout the document. The term “accidents” was used throughout the document to describe
vehicle collisions. This term was deemed to be misleading and so it has been changed
throughout the document to “crashes.”

3.1

Clarifications to the Description of the Preferred Alternative

The Preferred Alternative includes several features to eliminate the possibility of accidental
wrong way movements at the Lincoln Street/Ohio Avenue and northbound I-25 off-ramp. One of
these features is channelization which prevents westbound Ohio Avenue access from the
neighborhood street (see EA, Sections 2.7.2 and 4.3.1.3). In order to provide more specific
guidance to the design and build teams the description of this channelization is clarified to state
that access to the interstate is from the arterials only, by preventing a left hand turn from
westbound Ohio onto the Northbound I-25 onramp. The description will then continue as
originally worded in the EA stating that an island barrier provides opportunity for ground level
signs reinforcing the turn restriction.
Additionally, original plans called for the right yield turn from the NB I-25 off-ramp onto Ohio to
be removed, squaring the intersection. This did not appear in the text or drawings of the
description of the Preferred Alternative (see EA, Sections 2.7.2 and 4.3.1.3), however it was
intended to be a part of the final design. In order to clarify that this feature is to be included the
following bullet should be added to the list of improvements at Ohio Avenue and the northbound
I-25 ramps:
- The curve radius from the off-ramp to eastbound Ohio Avenue would be tightened to reduce
vehicle turning speed and shorten the pedestrian crossing distance.

3.2

Clarifications to Air Quality Impacts

In section 3.8.2 Air Quality Impacts of the EA it is stated that the Air Pollution Control Division
has concurred that no additional regional air quality analysis is required for the South Broadway
EA. This statement is qualified that, because the project will be included in the 2035 RTP
although not formally amended into it, the requirement for transportation conformity analysis will
be met for final approval.

3.3

Clarifications to the Summary of Impacts

In section 3.17 Summary of Direct Impacts of the EA an impact discussed in the Water Quality
section of Chapter 3 was omitted from this summary and therefore has been added through this
FONSI. The following statement can be found in the summary of impacts in Appendix A of this
document: “Potential impacts to water resources would include stormwater runoff that would
carry sediments from soil exposed during construction. Sediment increases turbidity in
receiving waters, heightens costs for water treatment, and affects aquatic plant and wildlife
species. Stormwater runoff carrying pollutants from impervious surfaces, such as paved
streets, parking lots, driveways, and impacts from roadway operations also have the potential to
affect water quality.”
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Under the summary of economic impacts in the EA it was stated that the “same two businesses
relocated under the No-Action Alternative would require relocation under the Preferred
Alternative”. It is noted through this FONSI that those two businesses would be relocated under
the No-Action Alternative as a result of the VHEIS project. Under the Summary of Impacts and
Mitigation found in Appendix A of this FONSI the clarification has been added to the right-of-way
impacts to state that the “same two businesses that would be relocated under the No-Action
Alternative as a result of the VHEIS project will require relocation under the Preferred
Alternative”.

3.4

Clarifications to the Summary of Mitigation Measures

In section 3.18 Summary of Mitigation Measures of the EA under Land Use and Zoning it is
stated that no mitigation is necessary. Impacts as a result of relocations may be considered to
be Land Use impacts and therefore a reference has been added through this FONSI to state the
following: “Acquisition of property for right-of-way will comply with the Uniform Relocation
Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970 as amended.” This may be
found in the summary of impacts in Appendix A of this document.
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CHAPTER 4.0

SELECTION OF PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

Based upon the South Broadway EA, Public Hearing transcript, and agency and public
comments received, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the CDOT have
determined that the alternative described in Section 1.3 of this FONSI and Section 2.7.2 of the
EA, with clarifications as described in Chapter 3 of this FONSI, is the Preferred Alternative.
For a detailed description of the Preferred Alternative see Section 2.7.2 of the EA. Appendix A
includes a summary of impacts and mitigation measures for the Preferred Alternative.
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CHAPTER 5.0

FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT

CCD has prepared the referenced EA and this FONSI in compliance with the NEPA of 1969 and
with other applicable environmental laws, Executive Orders, and related requirements and the
FHWA and CDOT have determined that the Preferred Alternative described in Chapter 2.0 of
the EA and Section 1.3 of this document will have no significant impacts on the human or
natural environment. This FONSI is based on the referenced EA, which has been independently
evaluated by the FHWA and CDOT and determined to adequately and accurately discuss the
need, environmental issues, and impacts of the proposed project and appropriate mitigation
measures. It provides sufficient evidence and analysis for determining that an Environmental
Impact Statement is not required. The FHWA and CDOT take full responsibility for the accuracy,
scope, and content of the referenced EA.
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Appendix A:
Summary of Impacts and Mitigation
For the Preferred Alternative

Appendix A
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Appendix A

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource

Impacts

Farmlands

 No impact

Floodplains

 No impact

Wetlands

 No impact

Wildlife and Fisheries

 No impact

Threatened and
Endangered Species
Paleontological
Resources

 No impact

Parks and Recreational
Facilities
Land Use and Zoning

 No impact

 No impact

 Approximately 9.74 acres of
residential, commercial, and
industrial land uses will be
converted to transportation use.
 Some parcels will be acquired with
potential relocation of some
businesses and residential
properties.
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Mitigation
 No mitigation measures are
necessary.
 No mitigation measures are
necessary.
 No mitigation measures are
necessary.
 A nest survey will be conducted
no more than 7 days prior to the
removal of trees/shrubs if they
are to be removed between April
1 and August 15 (breeding
season). If an active nest is
found no work will be allowed
within 50' of the nest until all of
the chicks have fledged.
 Trees will be replaced at a 1:1
ratio.
 No mitigation measures are
necessary.
 No preconstruction mitigation
measures are necessary.
 The potential need for performing
mitigation measures during
construction will be addressed
during the final design phase of
this project.
 In the unlikely event that any
paleontological resources are
uncovered during construction,
the CDOT Staff Paleontologist will
be notified immediately to assess
their scientific significance and
make further recommendations.
 No mitigation measures are
necessary.
 Acquisition of property for rightof-way will comply with the

Uniform Relocation
Assistance and Real Property
Acquisition Policies Act of
1970 as amended.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource
Land Use and Zoning
(cont’d)

Social

Impacts
 Improved access and multimodal
connectivity will optimize land use
opportunities for TOD.
Improvements will not induce
substantial additional growth since
substantial growth is already
expected.
 Transportation improvements will
accommodate the expected
increase in traffic volumes.
 Improvements will prevent
congestion from reaching
unacceptable levels as well as
improve pedestrian, bicycle
facilities and bus mobility
increasing multimodal travel
options.
 Safety and mobility improvements
will allow emergency vehicles to
continue to operate effectively
around the corridor and decrease
traffic congestion on Louisiana
Avenue near McKinley-Thatcher
Elementary.
 Seven residential properties will be
directly impacted through right-ofway acquisition and require
relocation.
 The Preferred Alternative will
require the acquisition of
approximately 9.74 acres of new
right-of-way from 20 ownerships
in the study area.
 Temporary construction detours
and related out-of-direction travel
will impact residents and
businesses throughout the study
area.
 Existing noise conditions at the
only community facility in the
study area, the Martin School of
Early Education, already exceed
Noise Abatement Criteria
thresholds, and will experience a
negligible increase as a result of
the Preferred Alternative.
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Mitigation
 The CCD is already conducting
the necessary steps to ensure
that land use policies,
implementation strategies, and
zoning are supportive of the
proposed improvements.

 Good communication with
emergency service providers,
residents as well as local
businesses with regards to
delays, access changes, detours
and special construction activities
will be maintained throughout the
construction of the project.
Effective communication will be
accomplished through radio and
public announcements,
newspaper notices, and on-site
signage.
 Acquisition of property for rightof-way will comply with the

Uniform Relocation
Assistance and Real Property
Acquisition Policies Act of
1970 as amended.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource
Environmental Justice

Economic

Impacts

Mitigation

 Increased mobility and access to
housing, business and community
facilities in the surrounding area,
including improved pedestrian and
bicycle connections will be
provided.
 Residential properties required for
right-of-way will not affect
minority populations.
 Two Census blocks within the
study area have a greater percent
minority population than that of
the CCD; however, one of the
Census blocks no longer contains
any residences. These populations
will not be disproportionately
impacted because construction
impacts will affect all segments of
the population within the study
area, and impacts will not be
distributed disproportionately to
minority residents.
 One Census block group within the
study area was identified as
having a greater percent of lowincome households than the CCD,
however, there are no residences
located within the portion of this
block group that falls within the
study area so there are no
disproportionately high levels of
impacts to low-income households
within the study area.
 Initially, the existing on-street
parking along South Broadway
south of Mississippi Avenue will be
replaced by parking
accommodated in the outside
lanes of the Interim Preferred
Alternative. However, as traffic
volumes increase, the interim
parking lanes will be converted to
travel lanes resulting in no onstreet parking on South Broadway.

 No mitigation is necessary. Good
communication will be maintained
with residents and businesses
within the area regarding traffic
delays, access changes, and
construction activities.
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 Good communication with the
community, business owners, and
residents with regard to road
delays, access, and special
construction activities will be
maintained during the
construction phase. This will be
accomplished by radio and public
announcements, newspaper
notices, on-site signage, and
through the CCD’s and CDOT’s
Web sites.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource
Economic (cont’d)

Right-of-Way

Impacts

Mitigation

 The interim design will allow onstreet parking until traffic volumes
increase at which time the parking
lane will need to be converted into
a fourth travel lane in each
direction as part of the ultimate
design.
 Construction will temporarily boost
the economy of the study area by
providing employment of
construction workers and revenue
generated by the purchase of
construction material from local
sources. This will further provide a
temporary economic boost to the
region through increased wages
and retail sales to firms in the
project vicinity, partially offsetting
any lost revenue from temporary
increase in congestion and access
restrictions during construction.
 Two businesses in the study area
will be impacted through the loss
of 115 parking spaces.
Additionally, the same two
businesses that would be
relocated under the No-Action
Alternative as a result of the
VHEIS project will require
relocation under the Preferred
Alternative. However, no
additional business relocations will
occur as a result of the Preferred
Alternative.
 The Preferred Alternative will
require acquisition of
approximately 9.74 acres of new
right-of-way from 20 parcels in the
study area.
 Acquiring right-of-way north of
I-25 will require displacing
occupants of seven residential
properties along South Lincoln
Street, south of Ohio Avenue.

Construction activities will be
staged and work hours varied to
minimize the disruption to traffic
and local businesses.
 The CCD will mitigate the parking
impacts to both the Design
Center and to RTD. The CCD, the
Design Center, and RTD are
currently in negotiations as to
how best to mitigate the parking
impacts, up to and including
constructing a 3-level parking
structure. This EA assumes the
parking structure will be built as
mitigation.
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 For any person(s) whose real
property interests will be
impacted by this project, the
acquisition of those property
interests will comply fully with the

Uniform Relocation
Assistance and Real Property
Acquisition Policies Act of
1970, as amended (Uniform Act).

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource
Right-of-Way (cont’d)

Impacts
 According to the U.S. Census, the
seven residential properties are
not located in low-income or
minority population areas. There
are no other affected
neighborhoods, public facilities,
non-profit organizations, or other
factors that will require special
relocation considerations and
measures.
 Two businesses north of I-25 in
the Denver Design Center complex
will be partially impacted through
the loss of approximately 115
surface parking spaces for rightof-way required for the new I-25
and Broadway Station street
connection to Exposition Avenue.
 South of I-25 approximately 2.3
acres of land owned by two
developers involved in the
redevelopment of the former
Gates property will be acquired.
The existing commercial buildings
in this area either will soon or
already have undergone
demolition and redevelopment.

Mitigation
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The Uniform Act is a federally
mandated program that applies
to all acquisitions of real
property or displacements of
persons resulting from Federal
or federally assisted programs
or projects. It was created to
provide for and insure the fair
and equitable treatment of all
such persons. To further
ensure that the provisions
contained within this act are
applied “uniformly,” CDOT
requires Uniform Act compliance
on any project for which it has
oversight responsibility
regardless of the funding
source.
Additionally, the Fifth
Amendment of the United
States Constitution provides that
private property may not be
taken for a public use without
payment of “just
compensation”. All impacted
owners will be provided
notification of the acquiring
agency’s intent to acquire an
interest in their property
including a written offer letter of
just compensation specifically
describing those property
interests. A right-of-way
specialist will be assigned to
each property owner to assist
them with this process.
In certain situations, it will also
be necessary to acquire
improvements that are located
within a proposed acquisition
parcel. In those instances
where the improvements are
occupied, it becomes necessary
to “relocate” those individuals
from the subject property
(residential or business) to a
replacement site.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource

Impacts

Right-of-Way (cont’d)

Mitigation
 The Uniform Act provides for
numerous benefits to these
individuals to assist them both
financially and with advisory
services related to relocating their
residence or business operation.
Although the benefits available
under the Uniform Act are far too
numerous and complex to discuss
in detail in this document, they
are available to both owner
occupants and tenants of either
residential or business properties.
In some situations, only personal
property must be moved from the
real property, and this is also
covered under the relocation
program. As soon as feasible,
any person scheduled to be
displaced shall be furnished with
a general written description of
the displacing agency’s relocation
program which provides, at a
minimum, detailed information
related to eligibility requirements,
advisory services and assistance,
payments, and the appeal
process. It shall also provide
notification that the displaced
person(s) will not be required to
move without at least 90 days
advance written notice. For
residential relocates, this notice
cannot be provided until a written
offer to acquire the subject
property has been presented, and
at least one comparable
replacement dwelling has been
made available.
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Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource

Impacts

Right-of-Way (cont’d)

Noise

 The predicted 2030 ultimate 8lane traffic noise levels for 23
representative locations within the
study area range from 58.3 to
72.6 dB(A).
 Noise levels along Lincoln Street
associated with the Preferred
Alternative will be the same as
those for the No-Action Alternative
in that area. A slight increase in
the Lincoln Street area over the
No-Action condition is attributed to
the new northbound I-25 loop
ramp. Five homes represented as
receiver M2 will be acquired due to
the reconfiguration of the
northbound I-25 loop ramp at
Ohio Avenue. Relocated receivers
are not considered in the final
noise analysis.
 Redevelopment plans for the
former Gates property located
along both sides of South
Broadway between Kentucky
Avenue and Tennessee Avenue
are not yet permitted, however;
noise receptors R20, R22, R23 and
M3 have been located to simulate
future mixed use and residential
receivers for that area.
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Mitigation
 Relocation benefits will be
provided to all eligible persons
regardless of race, color, religion,
sex, or national origin. Benefits
under the Act, to which each
eligible owner or tenant may be
entitled, will be determined on an
individual basis and explained to
them in detail by an assigned
right-of-way specialist.
 Noise mitigation was investigated
for affected residences. Analysis
indicates that noise mitigation is
not feasible to construct for these
homes. According to CDOT

Noise Abatement Guidance
2002, a noise barrier that cannot

reduce and maintain a noise
reduction of at least 5 dB(A),
which cannot be attained in this
case as a result of the gaps that
will be required for access, is not
feasible.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource
Noise (cont’d)

Air Quality

Impacts
 The realignment of South Broadway
near Mississippi Avenue represented
by receptor C11 will result in the
potential acquisition of
approximately 0.29 acres along the
east side of South Broadway from
developers working to redevelop this
property. Noise levels will increase
along South Broadway due to the
wider Preferred Alternative roadway
footprint which brings traffic closer
to receivers. The removal of
buildings along the east side of
South Broadway in this area will
result in higher noise levels for
residential receivers currently
located behind the buildings. The
enigma for noise levels associated
with the Preferred Alternative is a 3
dB(A) decrease in noise along
Mississippi Avenue. This is likely due
to the shielding effect of I-25 traffic
noise by the elevated southbound I25 wedge ramp near Kentucky
Avenue.
 With the Preferred Alternative, the
project level carbon dioxide analyses
resulted in no exceedances of the
National Ambient Air Quality
Standards (NAAQS) with the highest
modeled 8-hour average
concentration at 5.8 parts per million
(ppm) associated at Mississippi
Avenue and South Broadway in the
year 2030. This value is less than
the 8-hour NAAQS of 9 ppm. Carbon
monoxide concentrations within 100
feet of the intersection will be 4.3
ppm.
 The Preferred Alternative will not be
likely to cause or contribute to any
new localized particulate matter 10microns or less in diameter (PM10)
violations or increase the frequency
or severity of any existing violations.
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Mitigation

 There are no air quality impacts
expected that will require
mitigation. Regional and local
agency strategies that will be
used to reduce criteria pollutant
and mobile source toxics
emissions, especially diesel
particulate matter from existing
diesel engines include:tailpipe
retrofits, closed crankcase
filtration systems, clean fuels,
engine rebuild and replacement
requirements, contract
requirements, anti-idling
ordinances and legislation,
truck stop electrification
programs, aggressive fleet
turnover policies and more.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource
Air Quality (cont’d)

Water Resources and
Water Quality

Impacts
 There will be no appreciable
difference in overall Mobile Source
Air Toxics (MSAT) emissions
between the two alternatives.
Emissions will likely be lower than
present levels in the design year
as a result of Environmental
Protection Agency’s (EPA) national
control programs that are
projected to reduce MSAT
emissions by 57 to 87 percent
between 2000 and 2020.
 Potential impacts to water
resources would include
stormwater runoff that would
carry sediments from soil exposed
during construction. Sediment
increases turbidity in receiving
waters, heightens costs for water
treatment, and affects aquatic
plant and wildlife species.
Stormwater runoff carrying
pollutants from impervious
surfaces, such as paved streets,
parking lots, driveways, and
impacts from roadway operations
also have the potential to affect
water quality.
 No project improvements will
occur immediately adjacent to or
over the South Platte River or
other water body; therefore, there
is no potential for direct impacts to
any water body.
 Water demand will be minimal and
only needed for watering of bare
soils to reduce dust and watering
for landscaping. No water will be
drawn from the South Platte River
for these purposes because all
water will be derived through
municipal sources. Therefore, the
project will not result in any
impacts associated with drawing
down the South Platte.
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Mitigation

 The use of standard erosion and
sediment control best
management practices (BMPs) in
accordance with the CDOT

Erosion Control and Storm
Water Quality Guide , 2002

will be included in the final design
plans. All work on the project will
be in conformity with Section
107.25 (Water Quality Control)
and Section 208 (Erosion Control)
of the CDOT Standard

Specifications for Road and
Bridge Construction.

 Water quality mitigation will
adhere to the Municipal Separate
Storm Sewer System (MS4)
Regulations. This MS4 permit
identifies specific requirements
intended to decrease the adverse
impacts of stormwater discharged
into the stormwater system.
Specifically, the MS4 Permit,
“clearly identifies binding
provisions and essentially states
that the CCD must aggressively
address the problems caused by
urban stormwater discharges.”
(City of Denver, 2006).

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource
Water Resources and
Water Quality (cont’d)

Vegetation and Noxious
Weeds

Impacts

Mitigation

 The Preferred Alternative will add
3.64 acres of impervious surface.
 Elements in the design of the
Preferred Alternative include
installation of inlet filter treatment
devices at the existing Mississippi
Avenue outfall will also improve
water quality over the No-Action
Alternative.
 Because no native vegetation
exists in the study area, impacts to
vegetation will be minimal.
 Loss of mature landscaped trees
such as silver maple and crabapple
within the right-of-way will occur.
 As most areas are paved, the
potential for further invasion and
spread of noxious weeds will be
minimal.
 The potential for weeds to spread
is limited to newly constructed fill
slopes and a small portion of the
adjacent railroad tracks.

 A Stormwater Management Plan
(SMP) designed to reduce the
discharge of pollutants will be
developed, implemented, and
enforced. As part of the SMP,
BMPs both structural (detention
basins, silt fencing, etc.) and nonstructural (public education and
outreach etc.) will be established.
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 No mitigation for vegetation is
necessary.
 A management plan for noxious
weeds will be incorporated into
the project design and
implemented during construction.
Specific BMPs will be required
during construction to reduce the
potential for introduction and
spread of noxious weed species
and include:
— During the design phase,
detailed weed mapping of the
study area will be conducted by
a weed specialist. Mapping will
be included in the construction
documents along with
appropriate control methods
for noxious weeds.
— Identification of all existing
noxious weed infestations
within the roadway right-ofway will occur during the
design phase. Roadway rightof-way areas will periodically
be inspected by the city or its
consultants during constriction
and during post-construction
weed monitoring for invasion of
noxious weeds.
— An Integrated Weed
Management Plan will be
required prior to construction.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource

Impacts

Mitigation

Vegetation and Noxious
Weeds (cont’d)
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— Use of herbicides will include
selection of appropriate
herbicides and timing of
herbicide spraying, and use of
a backpack sprayer.
— Certified weed-free hay and/or
mulch will be used in all
revegetated areas.
— No fertilizers will be allowed on
the project site.
Topsoil Management: Topsoil
shall never be salvaged if
contaminated by noxious weeds
or seeds. Importing topsoil onto
the project site shall not be
allowed unless it is weed-free.
Minimize soil disturbance: The
areas most vulnerable to invasive
infestations are areas that have
been recently cleared of
vegetation.
Equipment Management:
Equipment will stay out of weedinfested areas until they are
treated. All equipment shall be
cleaned of soil and vegetative
plant parts prior to arriving on the
project site, to avoid introducing
additional invasive species.
Native plants: Native species of
vegetation will be used for
revegetation purposes.
Stakeholder Coordination: Weed
management efforts will be
coordinated with local
jurisdictional agencies and
adjacent landowners to the
extent possible.
Supplemental weed control
measures will be added during
the design and construction
planning.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource
Visual Quality

Impacts
 Improvements will enhance the
existing visual character of the
South Broadway corridor.
 The new I-25 on-ramp overpass
built immediately south of the
existing I-25 structure will not be
taller that the existing I-25
structure and paint and texture
will be selected to match the
existing I-25 interchange
structures.
 The overpass height is below 117
feet high so the Washington Park
view plane will be preserved.

Mitigation
 A landscaped center median,
widened sidewalks and new
pedestrian and bicycle facilities
will be constructed.
 The redevelopment projects of
the former Gates property will
fund street trees and other urban
design elements to the unified
sidewalk and street
improvements. Street
improvements will help unify
South Broadway’s image, add
continuity to many blocks of the
South Broadway corridor, and
enhance foreground and middle
ground views to and from South
Broadway. No further mitigation
is required for the minimal impact
created by the Preferred
Alternative.
 In addition to the visual
enhancement of this project the
‘kit of urban design parts’
recommended in the Broadway

Corridor Transportation and
Urban Design Study, will be

Historic and
Archaeological Resources

 The Denver Tramway Trolley
tracks, 5DV.9217.3, will be directly
impacted by this project. These
tracks are buried within the
pavement on South Broadway
between Kentucky and Arizona
Avenues and will be removed as
part of this project. A total of
approximately 2,000 linear feet of
track will be removed. This will be
an adverse effect. A
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added by private landowners as
existing land uses are
redeveloped. These urban design
features will continue to improve
upon the visual character of the
study area.
 Mitigation for impacts to the
Denver Tramway Trolley Lines
will adhere to the requirements
and stipulations set for in the
Memorandum of Agreement
between SHPO, CDOT and FHWA
dated November 26, 2007 (see
Appendix C of the EA). These
measures include interpretive
mitigation that describes the
relationship of the trolley tracks
to the street, businesses, and
nearby neighborhoods.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource

Impacts

Mitigation

Historic and
Archaeological Resources
(cont’d)

 Memorandum of Agreement has
been entered into by FHWA, State
Historic Preservation Officer
(SHPO), and CDOT in order to
allow projects affecting the trolley
lines on South Broadway to be
implemented with mitigation
stipulations that interpret the
significance of the trolley tracks
for the public and record the
resource with archival
documentation
 The Broadway Brick Sewer
(5DV9953.1) and the Mississippi
Clay Sewer (5DV9954.1) segments
will both be impacted as a result
of inlet relocations and connecting
drain pipes to improve drainage in
this section of South Broadway.
With the reconstruction of South
Broadway and Mississippi Avenue,
stormwater inlet structures and
piping will have to be relocated.
The inlets along Mississippi
Avenue and the inlets south of
Tennessee Avenue on South
Broadway drain into the larger
Mississippi Avenue outfall that was
constructed as part of the T-REX
project. The impacts will be limited
to small sections of the sewers
where inlets are constructed or
where new piping may need to be
constructed to intersect the
existing sewer alignment. The
SHPO and consulting parties were
consulted on the effects to the two
sewer resources and the minor
nature of the work supports the
determination of no adverse effect
to these resources and a de
minimis determination for Section
4(f).

 The content, design, and
materials of proposed mitigation
is to be determined but shall
include a corridor-wide
interpretation of the importance
of the trolley track to South
Broadway. The SHPO, Denver
Landmark Preservation Board,
and consulting parties will be
provided with an opportunity to
comment on drafts of the
proposed interpretive mitigation
options. Other mitigation
includes archival documentation
of the track remnants prior to
removal. Construction noise
impacts, while temporary, will be
mitigated by requiring the
contractor to use well-maintained
equipment (particularly mufflers)
to the extent feasible.
 In the event that previously
unrecorded archaeological
material is found during
construction, activities in the
immediate area would be halted,
and the CDOT archaeologist
would be contacted to assess the
find.
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Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource

Impacts

Historic and
Archaeological Resources
(cont’d)

 Two of the historic structures in
the Gates Rubber Company
Historic District, 5DV.48, the Ford
Building and Unit 41, will be
subjected to indirect effects of
increased noise, dust and vibration
during construction. Building 41,
however, is expected to be
demolished by redevelopment in
the near future.
 The Bidinger Building (5DV.9947)
and Denver Discount Tire Center
(5DV.9948) will also be
temporarily affected by noise and
dust during construction; however,
these buildings are currently
owned by Lionstone and will be
demolished as part of their
redevelopment plans.
 The southbound South Broadway
to southbound I-25 structure will
require foundations to be installed
in the South Broadway/Kentucky
Avenue Trichloroethylene (TCE)
soil contamination and
groundwater plume area.
 This alternative will also encroach
on a surface area southwest of the
intersection of South Broadway
and Kentucky Avenue where a
portion of a soil and groundwater
TCE remediation system is
currently located.
 The Preferred Alternative requires
the taking and grading of areas
previously used for industrial
purposes. Because of the wide
use of asbestos containing
materials in older industrial
facilities, these areas may contain
asbestos fibers in the surface soil.

Hazardous and Solid
Waste
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Mitigation

 Section 250 “Environmental

Health and Safety
Management” of the
Standard Specifications for
Road and Bridge Construction
(CDOT, 2005) provides for the

protection of the environment,
persons and property from
contaminants and includes special
requirements for addressing
hazardous material, if
encountered.
 A Site Investigation of any new
right-of-way will be conducted
prior to right-of-way acquisition.
The Site Investigation will include
review of the most current data
on the presence of TCE in soil
and groundwater. The site
investigation will also include
analysis of soil and groundwater
for the possible presence of other
industrial chemicals that may
have been used historically in this
area.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource

Impacts

Hazardous and Solid
Waste (cont’d)

Construction

Noise and Vibration
 The operation of various types of
machinery, such as heavy earthmoving equipment, paving
equipment, power tools, pile
drivers, and trucks will create an
undesirable noise condition.
Impacts from vibration are also
likely during the construction
period.
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Mitigation
 Analysis will be performed for
petroleum hydrocarbons, volatile
and semi-volatile organic
compounds, and other chemicals.
Prior to construction, the most
current data will be reviewed
concerning the South
Broadway/Kentucky Avenue area
TCE groundwater plume.
 Soil and groundwater samples will
be collected prior to construction
at the locations of subsurface
foundation structures, utilities or
other significant subsurface
activity that are part of the
Preferred Alternative. Asbestos
surveys and possibly asbestos
abatement will be required prior
to demolition of any buildings in
the study area.
 Soil and groundwater samples will
be collected prior to construction
at the locations of subsurface
foundation structures that are
part of the Preferred Alternative.
 Asbestos surveys and possibly
asbestos abatement will be
required prior to demolition of
any buildings in the study area.
Mitigation for Noise
Construction Impacts
 Construction noise impacts, while
temporary, will conform to and be
consistent with the Denver

Municipal Code Noise
Ordinance stipulations.

 Measures will include but are not
limited to temporary noise
barriers, required equipment
muffler systems, and other noise
reducing equipment devices and
methods.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource
Construction (cont’d)

Impacts

Mitigation

Noise and Vibration
 During construction of the
Preferred Alternative, noise will be
generated by diesel-powered earth
moving equipment such as dump
trucks and bulldozers, back-up
alarms on certain equipment, and
compressors. Construction noise
at receptor locations are usually
dependent on the loudest one or
two pieces of equipment operating
at the moment. Noise levels from
diesel-powered equipment range
from 80 dB(A) to 95 dB(A) at a
distance of 50 feet.
Air Quality
 Exhaust emissions and fugitive
dust will increase during
construction as a result of the
operation of heavy equipment,
lower traffic speed (start/stop
driving), and earth excavation
activities associated with
construction.

Mitigation for Noise
Construction Impacts
 Construction vibration operations,
truck loading, hauling, and
routing that do not require road
closures, will be scheduled during
daytime hours and managed to
minimize noise and vibration
levels to surrounding
neighborhoods. However,
activities requiring road closures
may need to occur at night.

Mitigation for Air Quality
Construction Impacts
 The following mitigation
measures address constructionrelated air quality impacts of the
Preferred Alternative.
 The Contractor will ensure that all
construction equipment is
properly tuned and maintained.
 Contractor will minimize idling
times.
 Consistent with CDOT’s

Standard Specification 209
Watering and Dust
Palliatives, an operational water

truck will apply water to control
dust as needed to prevent dust
impacts offsite.
 To the extent practicable, the
contractor will utilize existing
power sources or clean fuel
generators rather than temporary
power generators.
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Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource
Construction (cont’d)

Impacts
Water Quality
 If spills of fuel, oil, grease, or
other chemicals occur during
construction activities, they would
pollute soils and/or groundwater.
Construction activities will have an
impact on stormwater due to
activities such as grading and
excavation, truck movement, and
other activities.
 Stormwater runoff carrying
pollutants from impervious
surfaces have the potential to
affect water quality.

Mitigation
Mitigation for Water Quality
Construction Impacts
 In addition to conformance with
the MS4 control measures, the
following specific BMPs from the

Erosion Control and Storm
Water Quality Guide will be
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applied during construction to
reduce construction-related
and/or long-term operation
impacts to water quality as
appropriate:
All disturbed areas will be
revegetated with native grass and
forb species. Seed, mulch and
mulch tackifier will be applied in
phases throughout construction.
Where permanent seeding
operations are not feasible due to
seasonal constraints (e.g.,
summer and winter months),
disturbed areas will have mulch
and mulch tackifier applied to
prevent erosion.
Temporary erosion control
blankets will have natural fibers.
Erosion bales, erosion logs, silt
fence or other sediment control
device will be used as sediment
barriers and filters at inlets where
appropriate.
Storm drain inlet protection will
be used where appropriate to
trap sediment before it enters the
cross-drain.
Temporary detention ponds built
to mitigate for construction
impacts will be used to allow
sediment to settle out of runoff
before it leaves the construction
area. In addition, permanent
detention will be used as
constructed.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource
Construction (cont’d)

Impacts
Hazardous and Solid Waste
 There is a high likelihood that
contaminated soil and/or
groundwater will be encountered
during construction.

Visual
 Stockpiles of earth materials,
stacks of construction materials,
and parked equipment will cause a
temporary visual impact to the
residents near the locations of
construction activities.
Access
 During construction, mobility
conditions due to congestion and
cut-through traffic will deteriorate
in the study area until the project
is complete.
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Mitigation
Mitigation for Hazardous and
Solid Waste Construction
Impacts
 Construction contractors will be
required to manage the project to
reduce the likelihood of chemical
spills. Cleanup of spills will be
conducted in compliance with
Colorado hazardous waste
regulations in 6 CCR 1007-3.
Mitigation for Visual
Construction Impacts
 A suitable construction staging
area will be designed, and the
contractor will be required to
store materials and equipment
within that area to minimize the
visual impact.
Mitigation for Access during
Construction Impacts
 Construction staging and traffic
control plans will be developed
that minimize the disruption to
traffic and access.
 The CCD will provide adequate
public notice and maintain
coordination with area residents
and with the area’s emergency
service providers to keep the
public apprised of the
construction progress and to
inform the public of closures and
detours.
 Local access to intersecting roads
and to residences will be
maintained during construction.
However, limited access and
minor detours will be necessary
at certain locations during this
period. This will affect not only
through travelers on South
Broadway but also patrons of the
I-25 and Broadway Station.

Summary of Impacts and Mitigation of the Preferred Alternative
Resource

Impacts

Mitigation

Construction (cont’d)

Erosion and Sediment Control
 Construction excavation and earth
moving activities may cause mud
to be tracked onto local streets.

Traffic

Safety
 The Preferred Alternative will
reduce broadside and approach
turn crashes.
Bicycle and Pedestrian
 Improved connectivity for
bicyclists and pedestrians.

Mitigation for Erosion and
Sediment Control
 Erosion and Sediment Control
Plan and permit will include BMP’s
to reduce mud tracking on local
streets.
Safety Mitigation
 The severity and frequency of
rear-end crashes will be reduced
at Ohio Ave/northbound I-25 offramp intersection by:
— Queue detection loops on the
ramp,
— Adequate signing,
— Flashing beacons,
— Pavement markings,
— Improved signal head visibility,
and
— Ramp metering installed on
both NB and SB on-ramps,

Congestion
 Reduces likelihood of cut-through
traffic.
Transit
 Reduces transit travel time on
South Broadway.
Parking
 Realignment of an extension of
Exposition Avenue requires property
acquisition that includes 115 parking
spaces.
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Parking Mitigation
 Parking will be replaced on a 1:1
basis near the I-25 and Broadway
Station. A parking structure is
proposed and under negotiation
between CCD and RTD.
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MR. GILL:

Good evening.

Thank you all

3

for coming here tonight.

I'm Mike Gill.

I'm the

4

project manager for the South Broadway

5

Environmental Assessment Project, and this is our

6

public hearing coming toward the end of our whole

7

environmental process that we've been going

8

through for -- excuse me -- for about the past

9

three years or so.

We have -- we published an

10

environmental assessment document.

11

is available electronically at

12

www.denvergov/broadwaynepa.

13

download it.

14

the Denver Public Library, the Decker Branch,

15

downtown Central Branch.

16

Webb Building on the fifth floor where Public

17

Works is housed, at CDOT Region 6, and at the FHWA

18

offices out in Lakewood.

19

That document

That's so we can

It's also available in hard copy at

It's available at the

There's -- this is a formal process at

20

this point.

We have to follow federal guidelines

21

in finalizing our NEPA process.

22

got a formal process for how to -- if you have

23

comments on the preferred alternative or on the

24

document as it's been prepared, there's several

25

different ways you can do it.

As such, we've

But these are the
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1

ways that you would make formal comments.

2

a court reporter over in this corner who can take

3

comments during the open house period if you want

4

to just walk up to her and give us your comments

5

that way.

6

going to have a brief period at the end of the

7

question and answer session after this

8

presentation where you can make some comments to

9

the crowd at large.

10

There's

She will also record comments -- We're

Or you can provide written comments.

We

11

have a table in the back of the room where there's

12

comments cards available where you can drop

13

comments in the box tonight if your comments are

14

formulated and you feel comfortable doing that.

15

Or you can take the comment cards home with you

16

and drop it in the mail.

17

April 29th.

18

we're not -- this isn't the last chance you get to

19

make comments.

20

your time to do it, and get it back to us; but get

21

the comments to us by April 29th.

22

comment period ends.

23

The comment period ends

That's one week from tonight, so

You can review the document, take

That's when the

Just as a way of background where

24

this -- where we've been with the project, we

25

initiated the project back in 2005, went through a
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1

very involved public Consensus Committee process,

2

several general public meetings; and we

3

published -- or we had the environmental

4

assessment signed on March 26th.

5

published the EA and put it in those locations

6

where I showed you earlier.

7

comment period started March 31st and, as I said,

8

runs through April 29th.

We then

And the public

9

Tonight is our public hearing.

10

the public comment period ends April 29th, that's

11

when we start drafting our decision document.

12

That takes several months.

13

everything goes as planned, we should have the

14

decision document signed in August.

15

the engineering, design, and construction would

16

take place.

17

move forward with that process as they saw fit.

18

That would be under a separate contract and a

19

separate process.

20

After

And we should -- if

After that,

The City would be free to take --

Excuse me.

Tonight is focused specifically on our

21

environmental assessment document.

So I laid

22

background on the project itself.

23

up with where the impacted area or study area was

24

going to focus.

25

between Arizona and Exposition, so that sets our

We had to come

And we've focused on Broadway
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1

northern and southern limits of the study area;

2

and then the impacted area goes west to the

3

Consolidated Main Line.

4

roughly down the alley between Lincoln and Sherman

5

and along the north side of I-25 and then down

6

Logan Street.

7

of impact or our study area for the project.

8
9

On the east side, it runs

So then that is defined as our area

One of the first steps we had to take
was to find what was the purpose of this project

10

and why did we need to do it.

11

description of the purpose and need is up on this

12

first board as you come in the door.

13

the document itself written out completely.

14

is a highlight.

15

The full written

It's also in
This

The project purpose was to make sure we

16

provided safe and efficient mobility for all

17

modes.

18

Broadway today is experiencing congestion in the

19

peak hours.

20

area as a whole as well as with the developments

21

that are coming in with the old Gates property;

22

and there's a lack of pedestrian and bicycle

23

connections across Broadway and along Broadway,

24

for that matter, through I-25 -- the I-25 corridor

25

and Broadway.

And why we needed to do it is South

There's projected growth in the metro

Those create barriers to pedestrian
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1

and bicycle activity, so we wanted to try to

2

address that as best we could.

3

After we had defined our purpose and

4

need, we essentially went through a brainstorming

5

session to try to come up with as many ideas that

6

could address that purpose and need that we could.

7

And then that gave us all those ideas.

8

over 140 different suggestions that we went

9

through and screened to come to our final

We had

10

preferred alternative that you see presented here

11

tonight in the environmental document.

12

screenings looked at whether they addressed the

13

purpose and need, whether the project or the idea

14

could be accomplished within the study area,

15

essentially not something that would affect the

16

whole metro area.

17

fatal flaws, whether the technology was available

18

or grades would work and it was constructible,

19

things along those lines.

20

The

We looked at whether there were

Then when we got down to our Level 3

21

screening, that's where we looked at how well --

22

anything that passed those first two screenings

23

were then evaluated for how effective they were at

24

meeting our purpose and need.

25

of criteria that the Consensus Committee helped us

We had a whole list
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1

come up with that looked at, obviously, traffic

2

operations but whether they met the development

3

plans in the area, whether they met the

4

neighborhood -- registered neighborhood

5

organization accepted plans, how well they met

6

pedestrian and bicycle needs, things along those

7

lines.

8

that you see dropping into the box, that's what

9

became our preferred alternative that we see here

And then that's -- all these little ideas

10

tonight.

11

Now, once we get into the environmental document

12

itself, we have to compare the preferred

13

alternative to a no action alternative.

14

no action can sometimes be confusing because it's

15

not existing conditions.

16

plus anything that's foreseeably enacted by the

17

time -- or in -- that's enacted in the foreseeable

18

future.

19

And the

It's existing conditions

So the things that would be included in

20

our no action are the Valley Highway preferred

21

alternative, the EIS that CDOT just went through.

22

They've gotten a record of decision.

23

approved project.

24

that project if this one went away.

25

FasTracks, they have some service operation

It's an

They could move forward with
RTD
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1

changes that would be incorporated as part of

2

FasTracks that were included in our traffic volume

3

projections on Broadway.

4

general development plans for the old -- the

5

former Gates property, and so that also became

6

part of our no action.

7

And Denver has approved

The major components of our preferred

8

alternative -- I want to walk you through some of

9

that -- is we have interchange improvements, a

10

roadway widening along Broadway itself, pedestrian

11

and bicycle connections across Broadway as well as

12

north and south, and then improved operations for

13

the transit station itself.

14

cross-section of what Broadway would look like

15

under the preferred alternative.

16

This is a

By the time we get to the year 2030, our

17

traffic model projections say that we're going to

18

need eight lanes of capacity to handle that 2030

19

volume.

20

ten years, it's not necessarily -- it's not

21

necessary that the traffic will have reached those

22

levels yet.

23

with the -- build the pavement to the width that

24

we need and then utilize those outside lanes for

25

parking in the interim. That allows us to -CARPENTER REPORTING, INC.
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1

Again, the Consensus Committee was concerned that

2

if we built eight lanes, it would just fill up

3

with traffic immediately.

4

to the capacity that we have today.

5

future, when we need more traffic -- if we need

6

more capacity, then we take the parking off and

7

accommodate the traffic that would be showing up

8

at the -- at some future date.

9

Instead, let's build it
In the

Some of the other roadway elements, we

10

have -- I mentioned the interchange.

11

I want to talk about here.

12

component of the interchange is the -- what we

13

affectionately call the wedge ramp because it's

14

wedged in between the I-25 mainline structure, the

15

I-25 southbound off-ramp, and the RTD rail

16

structure that goes over Broadway.

17

between there, there's enough room to barely

18

squeeze in a structure two lanes wide.

19

That's what

We have -- The major

Right in

So what we did is -- the heaviest

20

movement at this interchange by far is the

21

southbound Broadway and southbound I-25 left turn

22

that today is accommodated by the left -- by a

23

double left.

24

turn in the -- make that movement in this

25

preferred alternative is you come down and make a

What you do if you want to make this
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1

right-hand turn onto this ramp that goes

2

underneath the I-25 structure, starts to climb,

3

goes up and over Broadway eliminating any conflict

4

with the Broadway traffic, and then ties in with

5

the T-REX ramps pretty much where T-REX ended its

6

construction.

7

To do that, there wasn't enough space to

8

keep this movement as well as the northbound to

9

southbound ramp that exists today.

That happens

10

to be the lowest volume movement in the

11

interchange, so we were able to essentially trade

12

left turns from the northbound to southbound -- or

13

from the southbound to southbound movement to the

14

northbound to southbound movement.

15

traveling north on Broadway and wanted to go

16

southbound on I-25, you'd now come up to Ohio and

17

make a left and then utilize this same ramp that

18

we had talked about.

19

So if you're

And then the northbound movements are

20

the same as they are today.

You come -- if you

21

want to go southbound to northbound, come down to

22

the signal at Ohio, turn right and then go -- turn

23

left and then go through the reconstructed ramp

24

that improves the grades and the radius of this

25

northbound ramp.

And northbound to south- --
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1

northbound is the same way as it is today, use

2

that same ramp.

3

Some of the other roadway elements south

4

of the interchange, again, I talked about the

5

widened cross-section; but we would also be able

6

to accommodate double left turns.

7

many of you well know, is a pinch point today or a

8

point where traffic often bogs down.

9

able to put in double left turns on three of the

Mississippi, as

By being

10

lanes, that should clean up that intersection

11

quite a bit.

12

Southbound to eastbound movement is

13

fairly light, so we actually only have a single

14

left turn at that location.

15

the developer's plan, they want to put permanent

16

on-street parking on the north -- or the south

17

side of Mississippi.

18

on Broadway, we would have the potential for

19

parking in the interim; and then if we ever needed

20

the width for travel lanes, we could put the two

21

lanes back in on -- for westbound Mississippi.

22

We have -- as part of

And similar to what we have

The transit pedestrian and bicycle

23

elements, we tried to put in 13 1/2-foot sidewalks

24

wherever we could in the project and, also,

25

accommodate more bicycle connections.
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We have --
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1

Anything that's called a multiuse bike trail is a

2

15-foot -- essentially a 15-foot sidewalk that

3

allows you to accommodate bicyclists and

4

pedestrians on the same width pavement, so it's

5

like a Cherry Creek Trail sort of pavement width.

6

We have those pedestrian connections or

7

a bike trail that follows along the east side of

8

Broadway.

9

Broadway plus the connection.

We have them on the west side of
This is an

10

interesting location where -- where this trail

11

goes through as you have the southbound off-ramp

12

coming down and our wedge ramp climbing.

13

that squeeze spot, we were able to squeeze in a

14

place where bicyclists -- we have enough clearance

15

to be able to get a bicycle and pedestrian

16

connection through the -- through the interchange

17

or through that area there to be able to, again,

18

improve that access to the station and signalize

19

and improve pedestrian connection there at Ohio.

20

Right in

Some other ones, we have the 13 1/2-foot

21

sidewalks, like I said, throughout where we're

22

widening the roadway.

23

constructed up here at Tennessee.

24

we were able to get away with a single left-turn

25

lane, which narrows the roadway a little bit.
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At Tennessee,

13
1
2

What just happened?

Sorry.

A little

bit of technical difficulty here.

3

So we -- we really wanted to improve or

4

make this as -- anytime crossing an eight-lane

5

through -- or an eight-lane cross-section is going

6

to be intimidating to pedestrians.

7

make it as limited in intimidation as possible, so

8

we narrowed that cross-section as much as we

9

could.

We wanted to

We have the new signals at Tennessee.

We

10

have a signal at Arizona.

11

still be precluded from southbound Broadway into

12

Arizona.

13

signs.

14

here, we added a few more stop signs along Arizona

15

to help, you know, some cut-through traffic issues

16

that the neighborhood was concerned with.

17

The left turn would

And we additionally added some stop

With the school to the south of Arizona

In terms of impacts to the area, that's

18

what our environmental document looks at is, okay,

19

great, these are all the improvements that we

20

wanted to implement as part of our preferred

21

alternative.

22

long list of things that we're concerned about?

23

There's surprisingly no impact to farmland in

24

this.

25

fisheries, these had no impact from either the no

But what does that do to all this

Flood plains, wetlands, wildlife and
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action or from our project.

2

The things that did have some impact,

3

right-of-way.

We're going to -- We need some

4

right-of-way to implement this -- this project.

5

We have a graphic in the back corner over here

6

that shows with -- properties we think that we'll

7

need to take.

8

look at it as a worst case.

9

are shown as complete takes that as we get into

We've looked at it.

We tried to

There are some that

10

final design, we may be able to just do a partial

11

take.

12

walk you through some of the process of how that

13

acquisition process would work.

And the gentlemen in the back there can

14

Land use and zoning, social resources,

15

environmental justice, and the economic resources,

16

there are similar impacts to our right-of-way

17

impacts.

18

together as to how our project footprint impacts

19

existing businesses and residences and so forth.

20

And, again, we -- in the back here, we have a more

21

detailed list of what the impacts are and

22

specifically how we intend to mitigate them.

23

A lot of those are fairly closely tied

And the document itself is that thick

24

because that's part of -- you know, a big piece of

25

it is how -- identifying all those impacts and
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what we're going to do about them.

2

graphic that's on the table in the back that shows

3

the right-of-way that would necessarily be needed

4

for the project as it's designed now.

5

This is the

And we also have some impacts to -- As

6

many of you know, the Gates property had some

7

different hazardous chemicals that are down into

8

the groundwater; and the developers in the area

9

are working through -- Cherokee is working through

10

trying to mitigate some of the groundwater

11

pollution that's going on.

12

we would be digging into soil where some of that

13

pollution is, we had to identify that.

14

mitigation is -- The danger during construction

15

and the mitigation is primarily to construction

16

workers.

17

public in general.

18

The -- Anyplace where

The

There wouldn't be any hazards to the

We also looked at what a widened

19

cross-section would do to residences and

20

commercials -- commercial businesses in the area

21

in terms of noise, air, and visual quality.

22

we also looked at the historical and

23

archaeological resources in the area.

24
25

And

Again, going back to how to submit
comments, verbal comments are accepted by the
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transcriber here tonight.

2

accepted until April 29th.

3

comment forms tonight or mail them in to me.

4

you can also e-mail comments to me.

5

michael.gill@denvergov.org.

6

Written comments are
You can fill out the
And

It's

And so thanks again for coming tonight.

7

We'll -- what we'll initially -- What we'll do

8

next is question and answer, just if you have

9

questions to clarify anything about the project

10

itself or the document.

And then after that,

11

we'll actually have a short period of time where

12

if you've signed up, you can speak at the

13

microphone.

14

comment that will be transcribed and addressed in

15

our decision document and you wanted to present it

16

to the whole group, that will be a short period of

17

time.

If you'd like to make a formal

18

Question and answer?

19

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER:

20
21
22

I know this

is probably -UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE SPEAKER:
Microphone, please.

23

MR. McGEE:

24

MR. GILL:

25

Yes, sir.

Talk through the microphone.
I'm sorry.

Do you want to

turn the microphone on?
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2

MR. McGEE:

We can do that.

Here's the

difference.

3

MR. GILL:

Can you -- Actually, can you

4

come up to the microphone?

5

television viewing audience.

6

MR. McGEE:

Sorry.

For our

If you want to submit a

7

comment to the official record, then please put

8

your name and --

9

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER:

10

fine.

11

very difficult to put a time frame on this.

12

realistically, are there some general concepts

13

about when you think some of this happens

14

versus -- I mean, obviously, 2030 is a long time

15

away.

16

this is going to happen in a couple of years, some

17

of it is 10 years away, some of it is 15 years

18

away; or do you have any -- have you guys done

19

any -- thought through that whole process?

20

I've got a question.

No, it's

I know it's very,
But

I mean, are -- Is it realistic that some of

MR. GILL:

We have.

This is -- Again,

21

we wanted to keep our comments specific to the

22

document today.

23

would move forward, that would be up to the City

24

to program it.

25

there was some money identified for this project;

But in terms of how the project

In the November bond election,
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and the City could certainly utilize that to move

2

the project forward as they saw fit.

3

say you would start to see some design work within

4

the next year or so.

5

pin the City down to any specific time frame; but

6

they would -- As soon as that decision document is

7

signed, they would have the opportunity to move

8

forward as their -- their programming allowed.

9
10

But I would

You know, I don't want to

Yes, sir.
MR. SULLIVAN:

My name is Jim Sullivan.

11

I own 765 Broadway, and it's a property that's

12

scheduled for a full taking.

13

condemnation has a huge impact on the economic

14

viability of my property.

15

in finding out -- I have a tenant in there as well

16

that's put over a million dollars into that

17

facility, and I three years ago remodeled that

18

building -- a lot of you can remember it was a

19

carpet building -- and spent a million dollars of

20

my money on remodeling it as well.

21

profound economic impact, and I'd like you to

22

clarify a little bit clearer than some day off in

23

the distance this might happen if the City decides

24

for it to go ahead because this is a condemnation.

25

MR. GILL:

This threat of

And I'm most interested

Right.

So there's

There's the
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right-of-way process, and that doesn't necessarily

2

have to go to condemnation.

3

explain that more thoroughly.

4

City were to move as quickly as it could, design

5

on this project would -- can't start until August

6

when we have our decision document.

7

a project of this scope would probably take at

8

least a year.

9

acquisition process, that process can take up to a

And the folks can
But even if the

The design on

Right-of-way impacts and the

10

year.

And then construction can only occur after

11

that.

So that -- that's the fastest it could

12

happen.

And I'm not saying that's when it will

13

happen.

And, again, you can talk to the

14

right-of-way folks; or if you have a formal

15

concern that you'd like us to address, you can do

16

the comments and that sort of thing.

17

MR. HARRIS:

I'm Dave Harris.

I also

18

live in one of the residential impacted

19

properties.

20

clarify on the relationship between the Valley

21

Highway study and this study and how are those

22

working together or are they not working together?

23

I would like for you to elaborate and

MR. GILL:

That's a very good question.

24

Let me go back to this no action graphic.

25

Valley Highway EIS as it went through, it was -CARPENTER REPORTING, INC.
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they were looking at I-25 from just south of the

2

Broadway interchange north to Alameda and over

3

to -- up to -- actually up to 6th Avenue and then

4

over to Federal Boulevard.

5

for this interchange was a tight diamond, so

6

it's -- they would be reconstructing this

7

interchange as well.

8

stay where it is and then come down to where

9

you -- as you go south on Broadway, you'd come to

What they identified

They -- The off-ramp would

10

a signalized intersection and turn left here.

11

go north, you would go through this area and then

12

again wait at that signal and turn right.

13

into Ohio, you'd then turn on this little access

14

road, which then access is -- I presume this is

15

the area where you -- the residence would be

16

impacted.

17

MR. HARRIS:

18

MR. GILL:

To

To get

Yes.

So they were able to keep

19

access based on their interchange design.

The

20

problem that we encountered when looking at their

21

design was the Broadway operations.

22

well for I-25.

23

the too closely spaced intersections between

24

Kentucky and southbound I-25 off-ramp that causes

25

some operational issues which causes Broadway to

This works

And what it does is we still have
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1

bog down.

2

this signal and making all of the -- essentially

3

adding more movements that have to go through a

4

signal that are closely spaced really impacted.

5

It made Broadway operations a little bit worse.

6

The Valley Highway, again, as a whole, the

7

operations were better.

8

concern along Broadway, it made things a little

9

bit worse.

10

Throwing another signal in or moving

But for our specific

So we looked at not -- we didn't want to

11

impact I-25 because they came out with a good

12

solution that worked well for I-25.

13

looked at it -- I'll try to get to this one -- we

14

left all their ramps pretty much where -- where

15

they were in their preferred alternative.

16

thing we did do is their alternative had the

17

northbound on-ramp over here which made a very

18

tight spacing between the north- -- northbound

19

on-ramp from Broadway and then the off-ramp at

20

Santa Fe.

21

here, it allowed us to create -- actually improve

22

their operations a little bit by making a more

23

standard interchange spacing between the on-ramp

24

and the off-ramp at Santa Fe.

25

So when we

The one

And so by us putting the ramp back

CDOT was very concerned about this
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intersection, as we all were, that that

2

intersection is very confusing today.

3

on Ohio and want to get into Lincoln or to access

4

these houses, you have to make that hard right.

5

If you want to go northbound on I-25, you make a

6

softer right and go this way.

7

mistake and want to -- and end up going southbound

8

on I-25, you make not -- you know, an even softer

9

right.

10

If you come

If you make a

And then if you want to go straight into

the neighborhood, you make -- you go straight.

11

So that -- that was a confusing

12

intersection, and we really worked hard to try to

13

clean that up.

14

things we needed to do was try to get this to be a

15

more standard intersection, which meant closing

16

the access along here.

17

looked at trying to provide access to these houses

18

off of Broadway or off of Ohio here, and there

19

wasn't any way to keep that access.

20

primarily because of the access issue, we looked

21

at -- again, as the worst case that all of these

22

properties in here would have to be taken for this

23

project.

24
25

The problem was -- One of the main

And then once we -- We

And so

Does that clarify it?
MR. HARRIS:

Just -- just as a

follow-up, really who's boss of the -- How do you
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guy decide, Well, CDOT wants to do it this way and

2

Denver wants to do it this way.

3

you know, duke it out or --

4

MR. GILL:

Are we going to,

It really is a very

5

collaborative process between everyone, the

6

Consensus Committee, the public, the RTD, CDOT,

7

the Federal Transit Administration, FHWA.

8

all have a say in it, and we try to work out a

9

solution that works the best for all of us

10
11
12
13

They

until -MR. HARRIS:

I'd like to add the

residents and business owners to that.
MR. GILL:

Absolutely.

Thank you.

I

14

think we're going to start running into my next

15

presentation time, so if we move --

16

MR. McGEE:

I think we're okay.

I think

17

the people were stepping in, including Consensus

18

Committee members.

19

MR. GILL:

I think we're okay.
Okay.

Any other questions?

20

Would anyone like to make a formal comment?

21

ahead and make a comment.

22

MS. FISHER:

Hi.

Go

I'm Katie Fisher, and

23

I represented the neighborhoods on this process.

24

And, yeah, we were real sensitive.

25

hate to lose a single house, businesses.

I mean, we
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we treasure you and the neighborhood.

But when we

2

started looking at this process and seeing all the

3

new things that are going to be coming on board,

4

we tried to figure out where we'll be taking the

5

least.

6

associations, businesses, certainly a lot of

7

people that own the businesses north and some

8

south have been attending these meetings for --

9

it's been three to four years and trying to keep

And we did have -- All the neighborhood

10

it open.

But we know we are hurting you.

11

there's no doubt about it.

I mean,

12

But then when we looked at some of our

13

alternatives of leaving you guys a little island

14

unto yourself, that didn't seem to make any sense

15

to us either.

16

anyone coming into their houses.

17

will be worthless because you can't have guests

18

come.

19

so as much as it pained us to see that area have

20

to be impacted, I would say, negatively, we just

21

couldn't come up with other drawings that we

22

liked.

23

the public knows it wasn't the City marching into

24

the neighborhood and saying with a predetermined

25

plan that we're taking this and we're taking this.

Wait.

These people will never have
Their property

You won't be able to get in and out.

And

But just to kind of weigh in on that so
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None of that occurred.

2

collaborative.

3

MR. McGEE:

It really was

So, again, this is an

4

opportunity for you to give a formal comment about

5

whether you like this, whether you don't like it,

6

including any official record of the document.

7

And you can do that now on the mic, and you can do

8

it later directly to our court reporter, or you

9

can do it later by signing a comment form.

10

If we're done for this portion of the

11

presentation now, what we can do is break back

12

down to that informal open house session where you

13

can study some of the details, ask some questions

14

of specific members, again, fill out a comment if

15

you like.

16

Maybe very quickly I'd to acknowledge a

17

couple people who have done a great deal of work

18

on this project including the project team.

19

first, I want to acknowledge Katie Fisher, Rick

20

Wells from Cherokee Redevelopment, Steve Baker --

21

Steve Harley from Baker Neighborhood.

22

forgotten your last name --

Lee -- I've

23

MR. CRYER:

Cryer.

24

MR. McGEE:

-- Cryer from RTD.

25

1

But,

Donna

Krentz from Platt Park Residents' Coalition.

All

these people were on the Consensus Committee, the

B-25

2

group that worked for 18 months -- Is that right?

3

MS. FISHER:

4

UNIDENTIFIED MALE SPEAKER:

5

I think it was longer.
It was

longer.

6

MR. McGEE:

-- with the only

7

compensation being mediocre sandwiches -- no,

8

actually, they were pretty good sandwiches -- and

9

a lot of hard work drilling through these details.

10

You also have members of your City here tonight

11

and some agencies that are listening.

12

that looks like they might know something that

13

doesn't include me, ask them a question.

14

you need to do.

15

people, we'll do this again so that they can get

16

caught up.

17
18
19

So anybody

Do what

And if we get another wave of

Otherwise, talk amongst yourselves.

MR. GILL:

Thanks again for coming

tonight.
(Which were all the proceedings had.)
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C E R T I F I C A T E

2

STATE OF COLORADO

3

CITY & COUNTY OF DENVER

4

)
) ss
)

I, Ellie K. Zickus, Notary Public of the

5

State of Colorado, do hereby certify that

6

said Public Hearing was stenographically reported

7

by me at the time and place heretofore set forth,

8

and was reduced to typewritten form under my

9

supervision as per the foregoing;

10

That the foregoing is a true and correct

11

transcript of my shorthand notes then and there

12

taken;

13

That I am not related to or in any way

14

associated with any of the parties to said cause

15

of action or their counsel and that I am not

16

interested in the result thereof;

17
18
19

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set
my hand and seal this 24th day of April.
My Commission Expires:

11-18-11.

20
21
22
23
24

______________________________
Ellie K. Zickus
Notary Public
12510 East Iliff
Suite 120
Aurora, Colorado 80014
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Notice of Availability Environmental Justice Outreach
As noted in the Environmental Assessment (EA) there are no identified low-income populations
found within the study area and it was determined that there will be no disproportionate impacts
to minority populations. In order to insure that opportunities for involvement were available to
any low-income or minority populations, specific outreach was conducted to inform them of the
availability of the South Broadway EA and the upcoming Public Hearing associated with the
release of the EA.
The primary method of informing minority and low-income populations is through direct mailing
of the Notice of Availability (NOA) to all residential and commercial properties within the study
area. This method will reach all residents in census identified minority and low-income block and
block groups in addition to having the potential to reach any minority or low-income residents
and business owners that were not previously identified.
Earlier interviews with community leaders indicated that the most effective means of reaching
out to and communicating with all segments of the local population will be through the
neighborhood organizations and local newspapers and newsletters. In order to spread the word
on the availability of the EA and the public meeting these additional methods were used.
Neighborhood organizations were made fully aware of the NOA through direct mailing and
contact of the heads of the applicable organizations, as well as E-mails sent to the
neighborhood newsletters informing them of the availability of the EA and the upcoming public
meeting. Advertisements of the NOA were run in both major local papers distributed in the study
area, The Denver Post and the Rocky Mountain News, as well as in the local area paper, the
Denver Herald-Dispatch.
The EA was made available for public viewing at numerous places around the study area and
throughout the region including at the Denver Public Library Decker and Central branches with
copies of the NOA placed for viewing. All copies of the NOA included a number to call for
information in Spanish and also a TDD number for the hearing impaired.
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